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Abstract:  
Ships structural condition is assessed regularly to maintain safety operations at sea, avoid 

casualties and economic losses. Traditionally, structural integrity assessment is performed 

physically through ship surveyors, requiring complex and time-consuming operations to 

access to any space of the ship, including narrow confined spaces and elevated areas. 

Imagery based, three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of vessel structures is a new notable 

area that is obtaining considerable interest both in commercial and scientific sectors. It can 

provide a low-cost, less disruptive and safer ship inspection approach.  

In the present research, an alternative technology to generate 3D models, based on camera 

photos taken by drones, is explored. Aim of the present work is to highlight how human 

made ship surveys can be improved by using robotics technology. Hence, a procedure for 

3D reconstruction with combined use of photogrammetry/videogrammetry and computer 

vision techniques is developed, after several field trials, providing an alternative to ease 

vessel inspections. The effect of pre-processing of image datasets aimed at improving the 

performance of 3D reconstruction is investigated. An efficient image pre-processing 

pipeline is presented, based on computer vision algorithms for color enhancement, shadow 

removal and image blurriness.  

This research makes a significant contribution by developing hierarchical learning 

approaches and analyzing current architectures in the field of defect recognition, namely 

cracks and corrosion, particularly in marine structures. Developing an image-based 

algorithm that can detect corrosion damage in a sequence of digital photos is a viable 

solution to solve the aforementioned shortcomings. After making 3D models, by using 

computer vision algorithms, in this research we propose a new approach to expedite crack 

and corrosion detection, visualize the cracks efficiently in ship structures and then measure 

their length. The process includes two parts: at first, crack images are captured manually 

by using low-cost handheld cameras. Afterward, image is imported into software and 

processed. To make analysis easier, image is compressed and converted into grayscale. 



Image contrast is then stretched to enhance the contrast between background and crack. 

After obtaining latent crack identification features, images are elaborated by pre-

processing, feature extraction, image segmentation, thus estimating the region of interest 

and determining whether the image includes a crack or not. A big dataset of photos of 

corroded images was used to test the algorithm. Our findings suggest that the algorithm we 

created is capable of locating corroded spots quickly. 

In the last section of this research, we discuss and analyze two methods for obtaining point 

cloud models for detecting and visualizing the condition of a ship's structure in maritime 

projects: (I) a new approach of automated image-based reconstruction and design of a ship 

structure is developed, through evaluation of Structure from Motion (SfM); (II) Through 

3D laser scanning, dense point cloud models were created and analyzed. 

An analysis of the newly created automatic image-based reconstruction approach as well 

as exclusive features approaches is discussed. The terrestrial laser scanning technique is 

then demonstrated for reconstruction as well as comparison of as-built scenes. These 

methodologies give a reliable way to track progress, quality and productivity on a survey 

site. Finally, both strategies were evaluated for their accuracy and usability in the 

reconstruction and automated generation of point cloud models. 

This study can help in an effective and reliable decision-making process, due to its user-

friendly and cost effectiveness, mainly for large cargo holds requiring frequent assessment 

because of cargo operations induced damages. 
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Introduction: 

Maritime transport plays a significant role in global trade. Demand for maritime 

transportation has increased at an unprecedented rate in recent decades. An efficient 

shipping industry, which transports a large percentage of traded commodities and produced 

goods, is critical to trade and economic development. In 2008, global seaborne trade 

reached a total of 32.7 trillion ton-miles and over eight billion tons of goods carried (i.e., 

cargo tonnage multiplied by average travel distance) [1-2]. About two-thirds of the overall 

cargo carried is oil products and crude oil, containers and Dry bulk are also key cargoes. 

Maritime transportation is a generally safe mode of transportation. Nowadays maritime 

transportation is one of the most cost-effective, efficient, and time-saving modes of 

transportation, indeed maritime transportation is used to carry 90% of all products around 

the world [3]. 

Currently, most trades rely on large-tonnage vessels that are specifically designed for the 

items being transported, e.g., bulk carriers, oil tankers, container ships, and general cargo 

ships. Ship structure must require periodic examination on a regular basis to ensure that it 

is in good working condition. Any defect in the ship's internal surfaces could undermine 

its safe operation as for example, structural damages due to operations in harsh sea 

conditions, crack propagation, natural material decay and overstresses as a result of 

incorrect loading sequences, and so on [4]. Failure to perform routine vessel maintenance 

could have significant consequences like cargo loss, equipment damage, structural failure, 

marine pollution, as well as casualties are just a few examples. The result is that 

Classification Societies demand that the vessel be inspected at least twice every five years. 

Classification Societies oversee maritime transportation safety procedures and regulations, 

which are typically tasked with reducing the risks associated with marine accidents. 

Consequently, implementation practices and inspection systems must be capable of 

spotting minor faults, to keep them from developing to a size that might jeopardize the 

structure's integrity [5]. 



To receive an operating ship certificate from the appropriate Classification Societies, 

compliance with such requirements is a prerequisite. The major and most common cause 

of the aforementioned accidents is structural breakdown. Moreover, pitting, fractures, and 

corrosion may further contribute to the progression of these flaws. As a result, ships are 

inspected on a regular basis to ensure that the frames and hull-shell are in good working 

and satisfactory condition over time [6].  

Up to now, ship surveyors have performed this assessment and inspection physically and 

manually, in accordance with the standards of the ship Classification Society. Ship 

surveyors must be within arm's reach of the inspection site in order to evaluate its structural 

condition (see e.g. Fig 1). As a result, the ships are typically emptied and docked in a 

shipyard, where temporary lifts, staging, a "cherry-picker" lift, cranes, and other equipment 

may be required to enable for detailed and near inspections. Additional measures may be 

taken based on the observations and results of the first visual assessment. During the 

inspection, data from the inspection and testing is physically recorded (by hand) using 

clipboards or cameras. 

      



     

(a)  
 

 

(b)  
(a) Typical physical surveys (b) Models of articulated platforms 

Figure 1.Traditional Surveyor approaches  

During the entire inspection procedure, getting to the inspection site is a time-consuming 

and costly process. When using ‘cherry–picking' approaches or scaffolding, it can take 

several days or even weeks. Alternatively, hydraulic arm cranes or tower cranes can also 

be used to lift surveyors into crane baskets [7-8]. All of these methods are dangerous and 

risky for the surveyor. According to experience, in the event of a collision between the 

basket and the surrounding ship structures, injuries can occur rather easily.  Because of 

these challenges and complexity, the whole cost of a single assessment, which includes 

vessel preparation, ventilation, accessibility and yard use, might be higher than one million 

dollars [9]. All these issues make functioning at the workstation exceedingly difficult, and 



operators must wear uncomfortable protection gear. Furthermore, the ship is unusable 

while docked for inspections and repair, causing severe financial loss towards the ship-

owner [10]. 

In the context of the aforesaid framework, human inspection of ship structure is an 

extremely costly, time-consuming, and hazardous activity, to reduce the inspection phase 

and eliminate the requirement for cranes and scaffolding, in the field of ship structure 

survey, robotic and autonomous systems (RAS) are being viewed as a new and growing 

alternative. RAS can include drones, that are pilotless aircraft that can be operated 

autonomously or remotely using pre-programmed software flight patterns that work in 

tandem with inbuilt GPS and sensors. These cutting-edge technologies have the potential 

to reduce the survey's safety risks e.g. working in confined, enclosed areas and at heights 

[10-11]. There are currently several remote inspection technologies (RITs) available that 

can aid surveyors in a variety of operational improvements in the inspection of ship 

structures. Remote Inspection Vehicles (RIVs), Remotely Operated Underwater Vehicles 

(ROVs), Robotic Crawlers, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [12-14] are some of the 

major common RITs. In addition, by reducing operational intrusiveness, such RITs assist 

the operator/owner. 

The types of surveys conducted by RIT include: 

• Large-scale external surveys 

• Hull, Machinery and Dry-docking Survey 

• Oil Spill Survey - Investigation 

• Inspection of holds/tanks 

• Conduct a thorough examination of cargo holds and enclosed/confined areas. 

• Visual inspection and thickness assessment of mooring chains in the water up to a depth 

• Evaluation of the thickness of enclosed and non-enclosed spaces 

• Assessment of the damage 



• Preliminary Condition Assessment. 

RITs are typically fitted with remote control modules and camera-based monitoring 

systems that can capture visual data in the form of live streaming videos, photos, and 

recorded videos [15]. 

In recent years, they have also been used in the shipping industry as well. In the shipping 

sector, visual data collection is the most common method for determining structural 

seaworthiness, Protocols are being used to help stakeholders prioritize decisions when 

allocating rehabilitation resources and creating maintenance plans. Creating a 3D model 

image (i.e., video/photogrammetry) is a novel newly emerging possibility during an 

inspection of a ship's structure. To visually show small scale minor details, such models 

must be acquired with high accuracy and resolution, which the inspection team normally 

looks at throughout the assessment, and which is often smaller than a millimeter in size. 

Also, 3D models created using the techniques have been used to examine structures such 

as rust, cracks, pitting, and corrosion, as well as examining the surface texture of 

pavements. 

Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction is the way of creating three-dimensional 

representations of items derived from data collection device's results. Generally, point 

cloud models, geometric models and mesh models are the most common types of 3D 

representations, having point cloud models serving as the foundation. These methodologies 

have been used in a variety of sectors, including medical engineering and surveying 

engineering, because the approaches are both cost-effective and efficient for developing 

3D representations of objects [16-17].  

Modern RITs enable the creation of 3D point cloud models that are more precise, accurate, 

and clearer which is extremely useful for ship inspection, estimating flaws, defects, and 

ship structure degradation. Furthermore, by employing the virtual inspection method, it is 

possible to reduce traveling expenses and onsite inspection time [18].  

 



Chapter 1: 3D Reconstruction 
Surveying Selection and Decisions  
 

Precise three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a ship structure gives a new approach to 

solve a variety of issues. Presently, there is a variety of approaches for producing virtual 

3D models from real-world items, both time-of-flight laser scanners and 

video/photogrammetry can speed up operations and reduce labor inspection time while 

being less intrusive and cost-effective. Because of their precision and robustness, both 

technologies are great possibilities for producing efficient/accurate survey results [19]. In 

addition, when the survey team requires spatial data on a project location, one concern that 

frequently arises is: which strategy is more efficient and cost-effective for achieving a 

given level of measurement resolution and accuracy in their case? 

1.1 3D Reconstruction Approaches: 

1.1.1 Three-Dimensional Laser scanning: 

Laser scanning 3D-reconstruction is a method of capturing an object's spatial coordinates 

(i.e., condition and shape) in the form of a point cloud. It is commonly used for 

visualization and measurements in a variety of construction survey applications. In terms 

of the 3D LS method, there are two widely used laser scanning (LS) systems: (I) based on 

phased shifts (II) time-of-flight based. LS is a type of active sensing approach, usually 

time-of-flight based methods are used to create spatial features of infrastructures. While in 

use, they send a laser beam (pulse) to a target and determine the distance between them 

and it based on the laser beam reflection's transit time. LS can create point clouds of each 

object that are not muted, shaded, tinted, or occluded based on their line of sight. It is 

possible to obtain a high accuracy resolution (dense) point cloud, and surveyors require 

relatively little training to use such sensors [20]. This technology is extremely precise 

(within a few millimeters) and even has a measurement range of several hundred meters. 



Despite this, LS has certain disadvantages that limit its application and prevent it from 

being used in surveying projects unless it is used in conjunction with other methods. One 

major drawback of LS is massive equipment costs (investment), fragile components, and 

workers training are all factors to consider. In addition, the equipment is difficult to 

transport, also isn't portable, and the process takes a long time.  

To complete full scans, point cloud analysis takes a long time, hence a two-person crew is 

required for high resolution and large-scale shots. It is also difficult for it to capture sharp 

corners and edges. LS accuracy is extremely dependent on the environment and objective 

characteristics, such as an unstable field environment, surface texture, surface reflectivity, 

and weather; also, LS requires significant power, which is not always accessible on a site. 

For the reasons stated above, LS is not always the best option, as it is less accurate than 

reconstruction techniques based on video/photogrammetry [21].  

1.1.2 Photogrammetry Image-based 3D-reconstruction: 

Image-based 3D reconstruction has become an efficient and emerging tool in recent years, 

allowing for tremendous advances in extracting spatial data from infrastructures. The most 

user-friendly and flexible technique of gathering information for inspections having a 

surveyor using digital cameras to capture images of structures.  

Table 1 shows the advantages and barriers that have been identified. Photogrammetry 3D 

reconstruction creates 3D point cloud models from digital photos, making it a less 

expensive alternative to LS with comparable geometrical precision and density. 

Photogrammetry is the process of obtaining geometric data about an object based on data 

extracted from images. It creates a 3D reconstruction of an object using 2D photos captured 

with digital cameras. Photogrammetry is a distant sensing procedure that does not require 

physically touching the objects. This technique can produce a variety of outputs, including 

3D topographical structure, 3D coordinates, and a structure's wire frame. To quantify real-

world objects, this methodology depends on passive triangulation. 



The following are some of the most typical steps in using photogrammetry to derive 

geometric information. 

1. Choosing common features from two or more photographs. 

2. Calculating the positions and angles of cameras. 

3. Reconstruction of 3D data utilizing intersecting feature point positions 

Photogrammetry includes Structure-from-Motion (SfM) and the image-based technique 

offers various advantages over the range-based approach, including convenience of 

acquisition. UAVs have recently become popular for providing a broad view for scientific 

data collection and sensing reconnaissance purpose. Using photogrammetric 

triangulation/SfM methods, 3D point clouds may currently be rebuilt with sufficient 

precision from UAV photos. 

Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig.2, photogrammetry missions may be carried out at a 

higher altitude and access every corner more easily and quickly using flying drones. Drones 

can reach any place to be investigated fast, including confined tiny spaces, depending on 

their features, allowing them to capture information about the entire environment in 

considerably less time than LS [22]. 

Based on the benefits and drawbacks listed in Table 1, photogrammetry 3D reconstruction, 

which generates 3D point cloud models from digital photos, is a cost-effective alternative 

to LS, with equivalent geometrical accuracy and point cloud density [23-24]. 

Compared to traditional manned aerial acquisition and terrestrial acquisition, UAV 

imaging offers more flexibility and lower expenses. These advantages make these flying 

platforms an appealing option for data collection in a variety of applications, including 3D 

modeling, monitoring applications and scene inspection. UAVs can take high-resolution, 

close-range photos, which can then be analyzed utilizing multi-view stereopsis workflows 

(MVS) and SFM procedures to create comprehensive 3D surface and point clouds models 

[25]. 



The advancement of computer vision and photogrammetry approaches, and also the 

availability of ready-to-use drone technology, has sparked a surge in interest in 3D 

modeling and 3D mapping utilizing UAV photos in a wide range of other applications, for 

example landslide monitoring, building modeling, glacial geomorphology, heritage 

building documentation and change detection. In terms of equipment costs, a digital camera 

used during photogrammetry costs around a few hundred euros. 

1.1.3 Videogrammetry:  

Videogrammetry is another strategy, which is currently gaining popularity in the 

construction industries. It is extremely useful in documentations, project controls and 

construction projects management. Videogrammetry is the process of measuring a target 

in a video.  

This approach is similar to photogrammetry; however, instead of photos, video frames are 

utilized to measure an object's 3D coordinate. Videogrammetry increases the precision of 

3D measurement results by using video recorders to capture several video frames in a video 

sequence. In a video frame, each frame builds on the previous frames, allowing data to be 

collected automatically and in real time.  Nevertheless, videogrammetry uses remain 

limited due to the low resolution of the collected video frames. Changes in light conditions 

and rapid camera motion can also affect this methodology, which makes it difficult to 

extract the features from video frames and compare them automatically.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 1: Benefits and Drawbacks of Data Collection Techniques [26] 

Techniques Advantages Barriers 

Laser Scanning (LS) 

Automatic 3D data retrieve High apparatus price 

They work day and night Not portable 

Long distance measurement Non-real-time data recovery 

High three-dimensional 
resolution 

Not accurate as videogrammetry 
/photogrammetry 
 

   

Photogrammetry (P) 

Low apparatus price Non-real-time data recovery 

More Accurate 
Working during the day and by 
utilizing artificial lighting (work 
at night)  

Portable (easily moveable) Manual 3D data retrieve 

Light weight  Low three-dimensional resolution 

 Limited range measurement  

   

Videogrammetry (V) 

More Accurate Work only daytime 

Low apparatus price Limited range measurement 

High three-dimensional 
resolution 

Limited Automatic 3D data 
retrieve 

Portable (easily moveable)  

Real-time data recovery  

 



TLS -

UAV -

Structure 
Assessment 

Altitude

 

Figure 2.Structure assessment and data acquisition process of UAV vs TLS, UAV sensor 
can flight higher altitudes and cover larger area than TLS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.2 Literature Review 
Ship inspection is now one of the most difficult and challenging area in the application of 

RITs. It is essential to give data quality, information and measurements that are at least 

comparable to existing traditional inspection techniques. The main goal is to change the 

surveyor's mind about evaluating the ship's hull health and making some critical major 

decisions based on information acquired through RIT platforms without the surveyor 

having to travel to each region, particularly risky, dangerous and unsafe zones. 

Infrastructural inspections are frequently conducted using robotics. In this regard, the RIT 

literature contains several examples of robotic development for inspection. Various 

inspection approaches are discussed in the literature. In study [27] Robotic Arm on an 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle is presented. In [28] surface flaws caused by corrosion, oil spill 

stains, grease, dirt sedimentation, and other factors are detected during an aircraft's surface 

inspection. To visually inspect a Tele-operated Reconfigurable Climbing Robot is used. In 

[29] development planning and administration at the urban, city and rural levels by using 

UAV technology is reported. Shipwreck inspection and submarine pipeline inspection, 

marine life and seabed monitoring, and a variety of other underwater exploration with an 

underwater robot can be found in [30]. 

When looking at the current implementation of the RITs system, numerous surveys use 

UAVs with autonomous power to accomplish agricultural tasks, because of a simple and 

easy control system that may be operated by a single pilot [31]. Agricultural UAVs are 

attractive because they are projected to play a significant part in addressing some of current 

agriculture's difficulties. Agricultural UAVs are now used mostly for disease monitoring 

and controlling of a variety of crops, including soybeans, vegetables, corn and rice [32] the 

amount of labor required has been considerably reduced, and agricultural job efficiency 

has significantly improved [33]. In terms of aircraft integrity and safety [34-35], RITs are 

an attractive substitute, allowing for more precise survey processes and a wider range of 

condition assessment data, an aircraft's visual inspection is used to: 

 Provide a broad assessment of a structure condition, component, or system's.  



 Enable for early diagnosis of common airframe flaws (e.g., cracks, corrosion, 

lightning scratches, dents, delamination and missing rivets) before they grow to 

critical amounts.  

 Identify design and manufacturing flaws; 

 Find out more about the health of a component that has signs of a defect. 

In recent years, RITs have been used in civil engineering [36], with a variety of projects 

aimed at evaluating the capabilities of 3D reconstruction techniques and expanding their 

use in civil infrastructure assessment. Comprehensive three-dimensional (3D) 

reconstructions of historical bridges enable a new way to overcome this challenge.  The 

3D models created by applying the methodology have been used to preserve historical 

buildings, evaluate building energy efficiency, and obtain the surface roughness of 

pavements [17]. UAVs can capture images at close range and with high resolution, which 

can then be processed using multi-view stereo processes (MVS) and SfM to build precise 

3D point cloud reconstructions. The advances in computer vision and photogrammetry 

methodologies, as well as the emergence of drone inspections, have increased the research 

focus on 3D modeling by employing RITs in a variety of applications, for example, 3D 

reconstruction of historic old bridges utilizing UAV-based photogrammetric point clouds 

data [37]. Dam inspections are also more dangerous because of their size and nature. In 

[38], to create high resolution and broad 3D point clouds of a massive gravity dam, a 

combination of photogrammetry and robotic inspection were used. A 3D reconstruction of 

urban drainage pipes based on multi-view picture matching is shown utilizing a low-cost 

camera, providing an efficient and advanced technical approach for pipe inspection can be 

found in [39] where a photogrammetric technique was employed, which included dense 

reconstruction and structure from motion to create 3D modeling of drainage pipes.  Among 

other, photogrammetric approaches have been used successfully in the shipping industry 

for as-built modeling, quality control and structure damage assessment. The authors in [40] 

propose a combination of near range photogrammetry and LS for ship hull modeling, 

emphasizing precision and measurement accuracy due to the complexity of their 



implementation in ship hull inventories. In [41] a micro aerial vehicle (MAV) is utilized 

for coating failure monitoring to obtain an objective and reliable analysis of surface 

coatings. A coating breakdown and corrosion evaluation process based on images could 

provide an objective assessment of coating failure. As a result of these benefits, visual 

inspection demands has gradually increased in recent years [42]. A long-term crack 

monitoring method based on compact, flexible, and lightweight sensor design described in 

[43]. The effects of various factors on the outcomes of port ship control inspections are 

explored in this study [44]. Risk Assessment by using UAV is mentioned in [45]. A draft 

is design for determining the length between both the waterline and the ship's hull's bottoms 

[46], the measured draft can then be used to determine a ship's displacement tonnage.  

Structural health monitoring of bonded structures are mentioned in [47]. Fatigue Damage 

Assessment and its effects on 3D structural modeling is published in [48]. 

1.3 Focus of this study: 

Construction designs, specifications, and the positioning of equipment are all part of the 

as-built documentation, which are preserved for the purposes of facility management. All 

these files/materials are regularly modified and created throughout the duration of the 

project. This procedure is typically manual and prone to errors, making it difficult to make 

trustworthy decisions. As a result of technological improvements, 3D models may now be 

created to analyze as-built conditions for project monitoring. Such as ensuring that baseline 

project dates and contract parameters are followed.  

Currently, LS technology is being used to build 3D point clouds on a huge scale. However, 

there are several limitations and drawbacks to this technique in the sector. Due to a lack of 

portability, expensive, fragile equipment, and personnel who need to be properly trained.  

The development of an image-based 3D reconstruction approach has been thoroughly 

studied through research activities, this is most likely highly beneficial for obtaining 

construction industry as-built geometry information. To summarize the research projects 



mentioned above, in the previous year's publications, the key characteristics of robotics 

inspection platforms for marine vessels are sorted. 

Computer vision-based techniques that are currently reliable and robust are now available 

to address real-world difficulties in uncontrolled environments. For this purpose, our goal 

is to bridge the technological gap that exists between current ship inspection circumstances 

and existing robotic technology (RAS). The goal of this research is to show how human-

made surveys can be improved by utilizing RAS technology, recognizing user expectations 

and current needs, therefore producing results that are equivalent to existing inspection 

standards. Furthermore, the research will examine how current or near-future technologies 

can meet these needs. 

The primary goal of the present research is to investigate a new technology that uses 

inexpensive handheld mobile cameras to create as-built SfM-based 3D reconstructions 

from images and videos, for the time being, with the goal of utilizing UAV videos in the 

near future. Damage detection on the structural surface and comparison with the original 

as-built 3D models are used to reduce the need for professional workers during visual 

inspection. Furthermore, earlier study had not focused on 3D reconstruction using 

videogrammetry. 

In this proposed research, free and open-source software packages are used to implement 

3D reconstruction. Then, to improve the performance of image datasets, evaluation of pre-

processing techniques is performed by using computer vision algorithms. A pipeline of 

efficient pre-processing tools based on picture blurring, color enhancements, and shadow 

removal is constructed, In the case of poor surface conditions, such methodologies can 

enhance dense 3D point cloud reconstruction. 

In this research, we investigate and explain two methods for creating point cloud models 

for structure assessment project identification and visualization. Both methodologies were 

tested in the reconstruction and automated production of point cloud models for accuracy 

and usability. 



(1) Using unsorted daily construction photo sets with Structure from Motion (SfM) 

analysis, a new approach of automatic modeling and image-based reconstruction of the as-

built project status is developed. 

(2) 3D LS and assessment of dense point computing models as built. These techniques give 

a reliable method of monitoring progress, quality and productivity, on a site. 

Cracks and corrosion are two of the most common defects that damage all cargo 

vessels.  Comprehensive inspection procedures must be carried out on a regular basis to 

prevent serious damage/accidents by identifying the problematic plates and 

repairing/replacing them. Hence, technological advancements may present solutions to 

make vessel inspection easier and less expensive. This proposed study can help with the 

reengineering of vessel visual inspection by concentrating on two primary factors, 

Computer vision algorithms for defect detection cracks and corrosion in image, as well as 

robotic platforms for visual examination of vessels. So far, the proposed method has 

detected and implemented correctly, implying that the existing visual inspection could be 

improved.  This research can contribute in a more effective and trustworthy decision-

making process, as it is simple to use and inexpensive, particularly in large ships' cargo 

holds, which needs constant monitoring. 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 2 : Research Methodology 

2.1 Implementation of Photogrammetry: 
 
This section describes the steps involved in creating 3D Model scenes from complete data 

sets of collections. In the following a brief explanation of major elements of the process 

that set our work apart from others is given. 

2.1.1 Camera Calibration: 

Every camera lens has some distortions that can theoretically be represented using 

calibration parameters. Each lens required correct calibration information, which includes 

both intrinsic (i.e., distortion and focal length) and extrinsic (i.e., relative orientation and 

location) parameters for each image acquired on the site.  

The procedure consists in two steps: camera calibration and scale estimation. Since SFM 

generates an arbitrary reference system when it creates a 3D model, it is important to 

transform such arbitrary reference to a predetermined coordinate system. Certain 

prerequisite steps are required for high-quality 3D photogrammetric reconstruction. These 

prerequisites contain: camera calibration, analysis of camera stability and camera mounting 

parameter assessment.  

The principal distance, principle point offset, and additional parameter deviations, such as 

affine deformation, lens distortions, and so on, are all assessed during camera calibration. 

In this preliminary study simple mobile phone cameras with the following specifications 

were employed: 26mm focal length, pixel size 1.0µm, sensor size 1/3", f/2.0 aperture, 16 

MP sensor resolution. The goal of this step is to find out each image camera constraints, 

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.  

In this study, the camera calibration technique is carried out on Matlab 2020b, and the 

camera parameters were obtained using the Matlab camera calibration computer vision 



toolbox. Eighteen images were taken from different angles around the calibration sheet 

shown in Fig. 3. (45°, 90°, 120°, and 180°) and a detailed field calibration experiment was 

carried out, with the results reported in Table 2.  

 

(a) 



  

(b) 

Figure 3 (a) Camera calibration experiment using Matlab camera calibration computer 
vision toolbox (b) Calculated Angles 

Table 2. Camera calibration results 

Parameter Calibration value 

Format Size 
Width 3120 pixels 
Height 4160 pixels 

Num-patterns 18 

Focal Length 3.1395e+03, 3.1424e+03 

Intrinsic Matrix 3.1395e+03,0,0;0,3.1424e+03,0;2.0461 e+03,1.5385 e+03,1 

Mean Rejection 
Error 

1.1287… 

Principal-point 2.0461 e+03,1.5385 e+03 

Radial Distortion 0.0765, 0.2434 

Rotation Matrices 3318 double 

 

 

 



2.1.2 Software selection: 

A wide range of 3D modeling packages linked to SfM are available [49-50], varying from 

simple homebrew to high-end professional programs. The following criteria were applied 

to select software packages, keeping in mind the goal of a limited budget, ease of learning, 

and robustness: 

 Free and open-source software 

 Simple workflow (learning, installation and usage) 

 Graphic User Interface (GUI) compatibility.  

 Supports Structure from Motion (SfM) and close-range photogrammetry 

This selection procedure, on the other hand, has included capabilities, free commercial 

products, and cloud-based online services. There is a number of image-based 3D 

reconstruction software available in Wikipedia as of the date of writing 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_photogrammetry_software. This site has 

listed a total of 98 types of existing software, includes standalone programs and plugins for 

creating 3D models from photos.  In this research, the authors used open-source and free 

photogrammetric software Meshroom by Alice-vision to perform 3D reconstruction 

modeling (https://github.com/alicevision/meshroom/issues/457). Because of its 

(educational standard version) quality and accuracy in 3D point cloud creation.  

2.1.3 Trials and Testing Facilities: 

Conducting on-board experiments and trials is a difficult and complex task (Testing RAS 

feature), because ships spend such a limited amount of time at berth and beacuse only a 

small area of the ship is usually available for conducting experiments. As a consequence, 

at the University of Genoa, specific testing equipment has been built on purpose, and it has being 

continually developed since 2018 as part of the ROBINS project Fig.4. The ROBINS project 

(ROBotics technology for INspection of Ships) is a collaborative project financed by EU H2020 

Research and Innovation programme. With the goal of developing trial methods for on-board 



ship remote surveys, resulting in a cost-effective and appropriate environment for RAS 

development and assessment, along with pilot training in a rigorous testing environment. To the 

best of the authors' knowledge, no such dedicated Testing Facility (TF) for RAS platforms 

is currently available anywhere worldwide. In general, each RAS manufacturer has their 

own testing protocols, but they are not publicly available and are not developed specifically 

for ship inspection. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 



 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4. RAS Testing Facility frame in University of Genova Laboratory 

 

The modular construction of the Testing Facility (TF) has the ability and capability to 

change its characteristic, for simulating real-world inspection situations (i.e., humidity, 

shielded, dirt, darkness). In addition, structures are made of metallic plates and stiffeners 

that enclose a large volume in order to simulate a cargo hold and other typical spaces of a 

ship. One of the most distinguishing features of TF is the wide range of coating flaws that 

may be found onboard ship, such as corrosion, pitting, as well as defects and imperfections 



such as distortions, notches, cracks, and mechanical damages. The major goal is to create 

a complete experimental setup that simulates a complicated environment, such as lightning, 

humidity, air currents, and numerous situations of actual ship environment to be evaluated.  

2.1.4 Image based field survey for 3D reconstruction: 

The described methodology has been applied to the testing facility (TF), located in the 

University of Genova, Italy, shown in Fig.4. In a photogrammetric system of measurement, 

the camera is the most significant component. Traditionally, photogrammetric 

measurements have been taken with customized cameras designed specifically for that 

purpose. Unfortunately, due to the expensive cost of cameras, close range photogrammetry 

is not widely used. The goal of this research is to investigate an alternative approach for 

generating as-built 3D point clouds from photographs obtained with handheld digital 

cameras. 

For 3D reconstruction, in this research the author employed a single camera with a 

resolution of 16 megapixels and a set of images from various angles Fig.5a. Displacement 

of camera sensor are both translations and rotations. The main idea is to conduct two 

different surveys, one for photogrammetric purposes and the other for videogrammetry 

purposes. 

The structure was divided into half portions for data collecting and precise 3D 

reconstruction computation. As illustrated in Fig. 5b, half portion of side shell frame was 

selected. For this experiment, several images were preliminary taken to determine the ideal 

camera setting. Environmental and day-lighting factors (timing different and cloud cover) 

may have a slight effect on the final model. Fig. 6 illustrates a flowchart for data analysis. 

The following approach was employed while photographing each section. 

 A semi-circular (0 to 180) trajectory around the structure was used to choose 

camera positions. 

 Positions were chosen so that at least two photographs covered each section. 



 Camera setting to emphasize texture/contrast was set. 

 Empty scenes were minimized in the pictures, as blank areas interfered with the 

3D model generation algorithm 

 The number of photos in each section was limited. 

After the imagery data has been obtained, they must be transformed into a format that may 

be used for final application. Fig 5.c illustrates the scene configuration. A SfM approach is 

utilized to generate a 3D point cloud, the computing time for creating point clouds is around 

4 hours, which is discussed in detail in the following section. Table 3 summarizes the above 

image-based examination, including the total number of photographs, image-processing 

time, and the number of photos utilized in the base model. 

Table 3. Data and outcomes from a 3D reconstruction experiment 

 Photogrammetry Videogrammetry 

Total # of images 474 
Exp.1 Exp.2 

25 25 

Lighting Condition Lab Lighting Sunny, bright 

Original image 
resolution 

31204160 19201088 

SFM Points recovered 270,831 11,407 15,225 

Computation Time 6 hours 20 minutes 23 minutes 
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Figure 5. (a) 3D reconstruction system with a single moving camera path (b) Half Frame in 
the TF (c) Scene configuration 
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Figure 6. A schematic diagram of workflow described in this study. 

 

 



2.1.5 Structure from Motion Pipeline: 

The Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithm is used to extract camera positions from photos 

and to reconstruct the scene's 3D structure from stationary objects. There are a lot of 

similarities between SfM and SLAM. Both compute the camera's orientations, sparse 

features, and localizations. In SFM and SLAM techniques, nonlinear optimization is used 

extensively. SFM research was used in many early studies to offer ways to improve 

algorithms [51-53]. Several studies related to SFM have emerged, including global [54- 

55], hierarchical [56], incremental [57] approaches. Among these, the authors of [58] used 

bundle adjustment, feature point matching, and other methods to perform 3D 

reconstruction on real-world objects. As new computer GPU, multicore, and hardware 

technologies emerge on a regular basis. SFM algorithm is now utilized in numerous 

disciplines, with the following pipeline: 

 Extraction of features and image matching 

 Estimation of camera position 

 Generating 3D points 

 Bundle Adjustment 

 Meshing  

During the feature extraction and matching process, the system obtains features from the 

photos that can be used to build a connection between the input photographs. The 

connection is made possible by the matching step, which comes after detection and 

transient coherence [53] are used to find feature correspondences in the photos (sometimes 

using multiple aimed at enhancing the matching phase). When the image matching step is 

finished, the system chooses the best camera match, using the evaluation of initial camera 

posture and triangulation. The reconstruction of the first camera pair is an essential step in 

ensuring the quality of the model that is built, as any subsequent step is dependent on its 

outcome. 



As a result, the fundamental matrix is computed using one of several algorithms (the most 

common being five-point and eight-point) combined with some estimation techniques. [50] 

Consequently several auto calibration approaches can be used to evaluate the calibration 

matrix and compute the essential matrix (if the calibration matrix is already known, the 

essential matrix is computed immediately from picture matches using the same method as 

the fundamental matrix.). The camera postures can be recovered using essential matrix, 

and the system then uses a triangular approach to extract the 3D points, reducing the re-

projection error on the images. After computing sparse reconstruction points and all poses, 

the system enters the bundle adjustment phase to reduce multiple view re-projection error 

and refine camera poses. Mesh directly uses the SFM 3D points, eliminating the 

computationally demanding steps and substantially speeding up the pipeline's end-to-end 

processing. This step has a significant impact on the quality of the final product. Using 

NVIDIA CUDA programming [59], this technique has recently been improved. 

2.1.6 Application areas of SfM based Photogrammetry: 

SfM is currently gaining a lot of interest for the following reasons: 

 SfM is open-source software that is available commercially, relatively economical, 

and easy to use by non-professionals. 

 SfM algorithms can now process imagery acquired from a variety of angles, 

including nadir and oblique, with various degrees of overlap along unknown 

exterior and interior orientations. 

 SfM are appropriate for imagery acquired from unstable UAS platforms utilizing 

low-cost, non-metric cameras. Furthermore, smartphone imaging can be used for 

image acquisitions. 

 Along with point clouds, SfM can generate DEMs (Digital Elevation Models) and 

orthophotos with high spatial resolution, which can be compared to LS techniques 

[60].  

 



2.2 Evaluation of Dense Point Cloud: 
The photos were cleaned out at the beginning of the reconstruction process by removing 

blurred, highly brightness, shadow, and dark images, if any existed. A total of 575 

perspective photos were picked with care, for further processing. All of the photos meet 

the photogrammetry requirements, such as low noise, good overlap, and sharp focus. A 

dataset of photos was created to feed into the open-source Meshroom software as input for 

3D reconstruction. Multi-view picture matching, SfM reconstruction, mesh building, 

texture mapping, and dense point cloud production were all done and finally, a 3D reality 

model was created. 

The dense point cloud and the texture mapping result are shown individually in Fig 7. As 

illustrated in Fig. 7a, SFM reconstruction produced 270,831 valid tie points, and a sparse 

point cloud roughly reconstructed the spatial structure of the frame. The density of the 

resulting dense point cloud, as shown in Fig 7b, it is worth noting that, the density of the 

point cloud is higher and more visible. All of the scenes are well-reconstructed and 

expressed. Fig 7c. Fig.8 depicts the completed 3D texture model from all directions. It is 

noticeable that the reconstructed 3D model accurately reproduces the frame's details, with 

no stitching gaps or blurring problems, making it the perfect ideal for virtual inspections in 

its entirety. Fig. 9 shows the mesh generated from the 3D reconstruction model. Table 3 

presents the amount of time it takes to process dense reconstruction. 



 

(a) 
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Figure 7.(a) sparse point cloud (b) Dense point cloud (c) Dense point cloud with camera 
shots 
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(f) 

Figure 8. Generated textured 3D model 
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(b) 

Figure 9. Mesh generated 3D Model 



2.3 Videogrammetry: 
Videogrammetry estimates 3D coordinates and interesting points of an object from movies, 

such as those shot by drones during inspections. Rather than employing digital cameras in 

photogrammetry, this enables data collection to be automated and in real-time. This method 

is similar to photogrammetry; however it uses video frames instead of photos. A drone was 

flown within the cargo hold to collect videos, then a section of the video was purposely 

extracted. Frames were retrieved based on two 25-second videos with a one-frame-per-

second frame rate. A collection of data set of frames was feeding into open-source 

Meshroom software to create a 3D reconstruction model. Fig. 10 shows the final 3D texture 

model that was built. Table 3 lists the details of the experiment. Fig. 11 shows the mesh 

generated from the 3D reconstruction model. . Changes in light conditions and sudden 

drone movements make the feature extraction from videos technique a little sensitive. 

 

(a) 
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Figure 10. Generated 3D models from Video 

 



Figure 11.Generated mesh from videos 

 

2.4 Assessment of accuracy metric: 

When the entire 3D model is created in the same coordinate system, there may be scale 

variations, particularly in the height and width of a structure. We check the metric 

reliability of a 3D model created with modeling software in this preliminary section.  

In order to attain this goal, an assessment of the structure's well-identified characteristics 

was undertaken, and the distance between the most significant points was calculated. A 

corresponding point-to-point set of distances evaluation was made and compared with the 

original model. 

2.4.1 Geometric accuracy between 3D reconstruction and traditional 

inspection: 

The accuracy of the surveyor's measurements during a survey is determined using a widely 

used document [61] (IACS Rec 47). On this basis, the reconstructed model's accuracy is 

found to be comparable with the accuracy of the standard survey.  The frame's dimensional 

accuracy has been assessed across the height, width and length of the frame. Existence of 

tape measure accuracy compared with software periodic examination. The comparison is 

done using two different methodologies, which are fed by two separate and independent 

sets of measurements. The actual distances at the testing facility were initially measured 

manually using a tape between specific marker points. Point clouds are aligned with the 

help of point set registration. Point-cloud matching or registration, is the way of 

determining a spatial transformation. (e.g., rotation, scaling and translation).  Then, using 

Meshlab software, each point cloud of the structural model was aligned, according to the 

roto translation matrix of each aligned image, which supplies the spatial coordinates of the 

images into common reference system of the whole model, as shown in Fig 12.  



 

Figure 12.Aligned 3D structure model in Meshlab 

Table 4 and Fig 13 show all of the measured distances between the model and the 

measurements, as well as the 3D model and actual distances at the testing facility. A few 

measurements have been repeated multiple times, when there is ambiguity in the selecting 

points.  
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Figure 13(a) Values calculated from generated 3D model (b) Value calculated manually 
from testing facility 

 

Table 4. Measured data in the mock-up and calculated values from 3D reconstruction 
showing negligible differences 

 Measured Values (mm) Calculated Values (mm) Deviation   /error (mm) 

H1 1083 1079 4 0,37 
H2 750 752 -2 -0,27 

H3 682 679 3 0,44 
H4 3014 3018 -4 -0,13 

H5 1355 1350 4 0,30 
H6 2861 2862 -1 -0,03 

H7 1797 1795 2 0,11 
H8 1081 1078 3 0,28 

H9 3021 3025 -4 -0,13 
H10 1433 1436 -3 -0,21 



 

The fourth column of table 4 shows the difference  between the reconstructed model and 

the testing facility.  It's important to note that the distance between points H2, H6, H7, H8, 

and H10 is very close with both measurements approaches, because there are no significant 

gaps in the generated point cloud. In conclusion, when compared to the original model, the 

created 3D model has a high attainable accuracy. In any case, it's worth noting that very 

complicated surfaces or a lack of point clouds, particularly owing to shadows or other 

physical impediments, might increase dimension mistakes and errors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 :Comparison and evaluation 
of laser Scanning and Photogrammetry 
 

Digital 3D models are utilized in a wide range of sectors, but there are several ways to 

produce them from a real-world object or scenario. The two most common technologies 

for making these models are 3D LS and photogrammetry. The positives, limitations, and 

differences between the two ways are listed below, either researchers require 3D models 

for design, production, forensics, or research.  

3.1 3D Scanning: 
When it comes to 3D modeling, LS and photogrammetry are the two most common 

types.  LS uses lasers to examine the geometry of an object and construct a model from the 

data. The laser light is scanned across the area, and the machine calculates the location for 

every point in 3D space using angle encoders in the laser projector and the returning "time-

of-flight." A dense point cloud develops once all of the points have been caught and 

recorded. To obtain a complete object, the object or the LS is moved, and the scan is 

performed. Additional software can be used to link the points to form a polygon mesh for 

3D design and simulation. 

3.2 Materials and Methods: 

In this study we attempt to solve this research gap by comparing Photogrammetry and LS 

testing. The major objective of this research is to verify and determine the difference 

between the two sources based on 3D models obtained, as well as various computational 

methodologies, in order to establish which technology is more trustworthy and appropriate 

for future developments. We have a number of situations that address the difficult issues 

of acquiring and analyzing data from such testing facilities. The structure lab's testing 

facilities are covered in depth in the preceding chapters. During the investigation several 

aspects that affect the accuracy of the analyses were considered. Photogrammetric and 



Terrestrial LS approaches using a UAV platform were used to compare measurements. To 

evaluate the accuracy of the findings, the internal sides of the shell frame were scanned. 

During the scanning measures, the ability to rotate the scanner lens was utilized, and 

measurements were taken from several scanning locations. The accuracy of scanning 

measures was affected with factors that disperse the laser beam while Environmental 

variables impact photogrammetric UAV measurements. 

 



Figure 14. LS laboratory experiments 

The outcomes of the analysis on the measured frame were compared in the form of point 

clouds. Structure from motion (SfM) software Meshroom and Meshlab were used to 

compute the point clouds generated by the photogrammetric approach. 

3.3 Image Data Processing: 

3.3.1 Data Collection Using Stationary Laser Scanner: 

LS systems collect data from a 3D space (such as spatial coordinates) and keep it in a 3D 

point cloud. The LS is placed at a specified coordinate station, and a geospatially connected 

3D point cloud is built using the distances between both the scanner and the observed 

points. This work used the Leica RTC360 LT terrestrial LS equipment to generate 3D laser 

scans. The Laser dataset was acquired using the Angular accuracy 18” Range accuracy 1.0 

mm + 10 ppm (full-waveform). The scanning configuration is shown in Fig. 14. The 

scanning procedure begins with obtaining a comprehensive scan of the 360° (horizontal) / 

300° (vertical) view. 

For the LS, after transportation and installation, we scanned the inner area of the frame in 

the testing facility. For LS data we used Autodesk, Meshlab and Cloud compare. These 

software programs can be used to conduct a variety of tasks, such as registration and 

geometry fitting. Table.5 shows outcomes of LS and Photogrammetry. A recorded point 

cloud and mesh is shown in Fig. 15 and 16. The color variability indicates how reflective 

the material is. The point clouds are then cleaned of unwanted data points after registration, 

as well as any background noise that may present in the scans.  



 
(a) 
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Figure 15. Generated Point cloud from Laser scanner 



 

 

Figure 16. Generated Mesh from Laser Scanner 

3.3.2 Data Collection Using Photogrammetry: 

For photogrammetry, simple handheld mobile cameras were used. The photographs were 

taken with a mobile camera, which was described in detail in the previous chapter.  SfM is 

the method of analyzing both geometry (structure) and camera position motion at the same 

time, as described in the preceding chapters. In order to create a 3D point cloud, 

photogrammetry processes were conducted in the Meshroom room (Alice Vision) and 

MeshLab software’s but there are a number of other packages available.  



The study included more than 300 images taken with a camera. The image data processing 

pipeline consists of two primary steps (i) image acquisition (aerial UAV/ Photogrammetry) 

(ii) the process of creating a dense point cloud. Results are shown in Fig.17 and 18. A 

number of programs and feature based settings was tested, using a standard desktop 

computer machine with a 16 GB RAM Quad Core processor on Intel-Core i9-8950HK, 

NVIDIA Quadro P3200 9th generation. This is a Computation procedure that needs robust 

hardware. 

 

 

Figure 17.3D model generated from Photogrammetry SfM 



 

Figure 18.Generated Mesh from Photogrammetry Scanner 

Table 5. LS and Photogrammetry outcomes 

 Photogrammetry Laser Scanning 

Clouds 1905,409 11050,196 

Roughness  0.01041 0.004022 

SfM 270,831 - 

Time  40 min  25 min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.4 Result Comparison between LS and 
Photogrammetry: 
 

(A)-Photogrammetry                                 (B)-LS 

 

Figure 19. Laser Scanner results 

 

 



 

Figure 20. Photogrammetry results  

 

The laser scanning (LS) and photogrammetry (PG) techniques are two fundamentally 

different approaches to create three - dimensional models. Both have their own set of 

benefits and downsides, as we addressed in the previous chapters. We tested both strategies 

and compared their effectiveness.  

Both results of this comparison LS and Photogrammetry are shown in Fig.19 and 20. In 

general, the findings of our research confirmed that if the laser lights can't reach the corners 

or some portions of the structure and can't be scanned properly, the generated point cloud 

has serious flaws, such as missing portions of the structure, and there are no specific image 

processing algorithms available to help to resolve these issues and improve 3D models 

similar to photogrammetry.  

 

 

 



3.5 Discussion: 

The results of our study, in general, are favorable for photogrammetry. Photogrammetry 

may yield higher accuracy and attribute in a commonly used data. The detailed model 

analysis revealed that LS displayed higher error when compared to Photogrammetry.  We 

also found that height of the structure had a most significant impact in both technologies.  

Without a doubt, the application of 3D data produced from aerial photography studies has 

a lot of potential. However, it should be observed that this method has some substantial 

limitations due to both the technology and the method itself (passive light-receiving 

sensors) as well as the environment's uniqueness. Climate and lighting conditions are 

crucial aspects that might influence image quality and subsequent utilization. Weather and 

lighting variables affect photogrammetric flight operations. Rain, smog, fog, clouds and 

solar light are all elements that influence the capture of visual data. Shadows can also have 

a significant impact on image quality and, as a result, on the accuracy of 3D modeling. 

Weather doesn't affect LS technology as much (only the amount of rainfall and wind are 

limiters) as well as lighting conditions (theoretically, it can be used at any period of day or 

night).  The reduced cost of data collecting when compared to LS data is a major advantage 

of using aerial photography for three-dimensional structural reproduction models. Unlike 

LS operations, photogrammetric flight missions can be carried out at higher altitudes. The 

aircraft can fly quicker, allowing it to collect data across a larger region in less time than 

LS. Image data acquisition costs are estimated to be 1/3 to 1/2 of the price of LS data 

acquisition. Hence lowering the cost of photo collecting, will increase the possibilities for 

new applications in the shipping industry. 

In recent years, UAVs have performed well because of the widespread availability of 

hardware and software, enhanced computing capabilities of processors, and relatively 

inexpensive costs of drone technology, the use of UAVs to acquire visual information 

about structures has become very popular. The 3D data acquired as a result of UAV 

computer vision can be a credible source of ship structure information with an accuracy 



level comparable to that of LS data for characteristic assessment. In principle, each 

technology has advantages and disadvantages; however, the two technologies mentioned 

in this research may be complementary to some extent, and their combination can improve 

the quality and accuracy of derived goods. Furthermore, high-resolution digital aerial 

images can be used to assess the structural integrity visually (e.g., crack detection, pitting, 

rust detection, and structural health condition assessment) which is difficult or impossible 

to achieve utilizing ALS-derived products. Taking into account key features of UAV 

technological development, such as the comparatively low prices of airborne picture data 

collection (in comparison with ALS), the high frequency with which data is acquired and 

the data's accessibility (e.g. with the advent of UAVs), it's very likely that technologies for 

extracting point clouds from images will be developed and their implementation in 

shipping industry is likely to grow in the future. 

A solution for as built 3D reconstruction to generate outcomes is more than nice visuals 

imaging. Shipping industry needs to achieve certain level of accurateness. The generated 

3D point’s model should provide detailed measurements to be done within any selected 

points in the scanned environment. Technical staff are expected to be capable to configure 

and control the elements involved, to obtain the desirable level of accuracy. Controllable 

factors involve camera resolution, focal length, camera base line, shooting distance and 

intersection of angles. The factors that typically impact on video/photogrammetry are 

summarized in Table 6. Accurate evaluation cannot be achieved without providing the 

confidence measures. During survey and data collection, confidence measures carry out 

soundness checking, which provide sufficient guidance for field data gathering in order to 

avoid low quality and occlusion frames for reliable 3D points. In particular, this applies in 

environments where there can only be one chance to capture pictures or videos of an in-

progress construction, as it often happens on-board ships.  

Variety of applications demands additional output more than point cloud. Outcomes like 

volume, point-to-point length and area must be provided for specific applications. E.g., 

quality inspection of prefabricated structure required accurate dimensions in terms of 



width, height and length. Such technology should help and allow comprehensively detailed 

and accurate 3D models for more complex environments. Table 7 qualitatively highlights 

the challenges associated with using SfM models compared to LS models. 

Table 6. Elements that are involved in Photo-videogrammetry 

Elements  

Camera Model 
More advanced, greater accuracy; no major difference for density and 
completeness 

Distance Larger distance, lower accuracy  

Features (texture) 
Additional features, greater accuracy, density and completeness, higher 
completeness and density with colorful texture then plain/gray texture.  

Resolution Strong relationship with accuracy, density and completeness,  

Focal Length Long focal length, greater accuracy; acquire optimum coverage  

 

 

Table 7. Qualitative overview of comparing SfM based photographs vs. LS model 

 Photographs Based SFM LS point cloud 

Expenditure 
Data Collection 
Price 

0 to 1 man-hour 
8 to 16 man- hours , two 
workers simultaneously 
operate 

 
Data Processing 
Price 

Depends on Computation time 
and number of photographs 

 

 
Technology 
implementation 
Price 

Consumer Camera Price 
(200~600 USD) 

(11,000~140,000 USD) 

Automation level Nil 
Manual interference for 
Noise elimination 

Memory space 

SFM Point cloud = 2~200 
MB(s) each experiment Point cloud= 2~ 4 GBs 

each experiment Photographs = 0.1~1 GB 
each experiment 

Resolution/ Accuracy 

High / Can be dense if 
number of photographs 
increased or high resolution 
images are used 
 

Dense/ Very High 



Arrangement of images with 
point cloud mode 

Fully automated Manually 

Applications  

 Monitoring progress 
data collection  

 Remote Visual 
Inspection  

 Remotely making 
decisions 

 Site logistical 
resources 
visualization 

 dynamic/static 
progress visualization 

 Machinery and 
Construction crew 
productivity 
investigation 

 Static/Dynamic safety 
examination 

 Comprehensive/Rapid 
emergency building 
evaluation 

 Quality Control 

 Monitoring 
progress data 
collection 

 Defect 
scrutiny/Alignment  

 Quality Control 
 Static development 

visualization 
 Static safety 

examination 

Need of operate training NO YES 
Adding more project 
management duty 

NO 
Yes, both for processing 
and collection LS data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 4 : Improving 3D Model 
Reconstruction: 
 

From the perspective of the surveyor, image-based 3D reconstruction approaches are 

gaining significant attention as a robust alternative to LS.  The combination of robust 

computer vision algorithms and precise photogrammetric schemes yields successful 

solutions for detailed, automated, extensive, high-resolution photogrammetric schemes and 

precise 3D reconstruction models from image datasets. As a result, the quality of the 

images used and obtained is becoming extremely important to executing their automated 

activities correctly. In this portion of the study, image processing techniques and 

algorithms are employed, as pre-processing techniques for improving the results of the 3D 

model reconstruction. The effectiveness of image enhancement techniques and the effects 

of pre-processing techniques used to feed the 3D model reconstruction are evaluated. And 

the quality of 3D models created with and without pre-processing processes is discussed. 

The implementation of these image pre-processing algorithms are written in Matlab 

R2020b and on Intel-Core i9-8950HK RAM: 16 GB NVIDIA Quadro P3200 8th 

generation. Meshroom software was used to create the 3D reconstruction model. Table 5 

contains the details that were chosen. 

4.1 Image Pre-processing: 

Image pre-processing is a technique for improving the quality of raw photographs, 

eliminating undesired distortions, and to make them useful for successive processing 

purposes. The goal of pre-processing is to modify image data by suppressing unnecessary 

defects or enhancing particular visual features that are important for further processing and 

analysis. Image pre-processing could have a significant impact on the quality of feature 

extraction and image analysis outcomes. To increase overall image quality, image pre-

processing normally comprises restoration, removal of degraded portions, and 



enhancement. This section explains how to improve the processing performance of a 

photogrammetric pipeline by using an effective image pre-processing methodology. In this 

research, Image Pre-Processing Techniques are divided into categories, which are (i) 

Improve image correspondences, particularly in texture-less areas; (ii) correctly orient 

images; (iii) provide noise-free, complete, and dense 3D reconstruction; (iv) Pixel 

brightness transformations/ Brightness corrections.  

The pre-processing scheme that has been designed consists of color balancing, image blur 

issue and shadow removal operations as represented in Fig.21. The primary goal of this 

section of the research is to look into the impact of trying to better the input images on 3D 

reconstruction models. 

Image
Pre-processing 

Shadow-Removal

Removing Blur

Color 
Balancing

3D 
Reconstruction

Input Images 

  

Figure 21. Image Pre-Processing and Vision Pipelines 

 

 

 

 

 



4.1.1 Color Casting Problem: 

The quality of the image may not be as good as it could be, not only because of the 

photographers' ability and the taking device, but also because of the light sources or 

background used during the shot. Due to the differences between human eyes and lenses, 

it is required to create automated focusing, automatic color adjustment, automatic exposure 

and white balance procedures for digital cameras in enhancing the color quality of the 

images. 

Colors are the most important feature of digital photographs. A few common color 

correction methods have been proposed in the past. The most popular is the white balance 

method, which is used to correct the color cast created by light sources when taking 

photographs. 

Color casting causes an abnormal tinting color, which hides a taken image's original color. 

To address this problem, white balancing of specific images is important because some 

acquired photographs appear with colors closer to yellow, orange, and green.  The major 

cause of this problem is because different lighting sources have different color 

temperatures. Human vision is unaffected by temperature variations because the eyesight 

automatically adjusts color temperature. Digital cameras, on the other hand, lack this 

ability, necessitating the adjustment of color balance after the photos have been captured. 

The following steps are followed in the white balancing algorithm: 

 Mean luminance is calculated from images converted into grey scale. 

 Extract the individual blue, red and green color channels. 

 Calculate the mean of each channel and make the same mean of all channels. 

 Rearrange individual color channel into true single color RGB image.  

 

Fig.22 illustrates the algorithm's results (a, b). And zoom image is in Fig.23 



 

 

Figure 22. Top, original 3D model; bottom, after white balancing 



 

Figure 23. Zoom images of structure  

 

 

 



4.1.2 Blurriness removal module: 

Image blurring is a primary source of degradation in imaging systems and affects 

the system in a variety of ways. Motion blur, as well as defocus blur and environmental 

turbulence blur, are all common causes. All of them have a substantial impact on image 

quality. As a result, developing methods for retrieving original images from blurry ones is 

important in order to enhance the effectiveness of imaging systems. 

One of the most prominent loss of quality in images taken with a hand-held camera is 

motion blur. The blur phenomenon is created by camera shake due to the longer exposure 

times in low-light circumstances and quick object motions in a dynamic picture. 

Removing blurriness from severely damaged images is a difficult and challenging task. In 

this research, out of focus blur and linear motion are the factors considered. Linear motion 

occurs when the camera moves relative to the detected scene or when an object moves, and 

it is evaluated by using Point Spread Function (PSF) [61]. Out of focus photography, which 

involves numerous elements such as the distance between the object and the camera, as 

well as the focal length, is another cause of blurriness. 

Numerous algorithms are used for correction: the blurred image G(X, Y) is defined as 

                          G (X, Y) = k ⊗ X                                                                         (1) 

Where X is original image, k is the blur kernel. In this study for parameter estimation, joint 

identification approach of blind de-convolution is used [62] and sets of de-blurred images 

are given as an input. In which both the image and the blur are detected at the same time, 

we got pre-estimated parameters. By using techniques suggested in [63-65] cepstral 

process is conducted [61]. Blurred image cepstrum G(X, Y) is calculated as:  

             CX, Y (G(X, Y)) = F-1(log ǀF (G(X, Y))ǀ)                                                    (2) 

In the above equation, the cepstrum of a G(X, Y) input image can be measured by taking 

Fourier transform F with logarithmically estimation of input data. Outcomes are shown in 

Fig. (24 and 25 a, b). 



 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 24. (a) Top, original blur image; (b) Bottom, after removing blur 



 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 25. Top, original blur image; Bottom, after removing blur 

 

 

 



4.1.3 Shadow removal: 

A shadow is a region in which direct light from a light source can't reach because of an 

object in the way. Shadow patterns are determined by the size of the object and the angle 

of the source of lighting. This can cause issues with scene comprehension, tracking, object 

segmentation and recognition Shadow removal receives a lot of attention because of the 

adverse consequences of shadows on image analyses. Because there are many problems, 

such as the information loss for the surface under shadows, which makes image analysis, 

image matching, recognition, and other applications more difficult. Objects in the 

photographs will emerge more clearly after these shadows have been removed, making 

them easier to recognize. 

A shadow appears when an object passes directly in front of the source of illumination, 

either completely or partially. Shadows are classified into two categories: self-shadow and 

cast-shadow. When a segment of an object is not illuminated by a directed light source, a 

self-shadow appears, whereas when a segment of an object is directed in the direction of 

light, a cast shadow appears. In the reconstruction process, detecting and removing 

shadows is a difficult operation. Shadows are particularly dangerous in the context of ship 

surveys because they can hide structural defects. 

There are several methods for obtaining shadow-free photographs; in the present research, 

single color-image case is considered. This study focuses exclusively on the single image 

methodology proposed in [66] .The procedure is divided into two parts: 

 Shadow recognition:  

Detecting the shadows is the initial step before eliminating them. An invariant image 

approach suggested for this purpose in [66] and further developed by “closed region” 

constrains in [67] is used. First, the projection by using invariant (image log-chromaticity 

within entropy minimizing direction) is obtained. Edge detection is then carried out in both 



invariant and original image. The difference between both edges maps are used to 

determine the shadow edges.  

 Shadow removal: 

After being detected, shadow removal from the images can be performed considering two 

aspects. First, if two pixels at both sides of the shadow edge have similar reflectance, they 

must keep similar value after shadow is removed, setting such a gradient null. Secondly, 

inside the shadow area, log ratios within pixels are maintained once the shadow is removed. 

All the images are first converted into log-domain, then exponentiated. By taking 

derivative of original image, shadow-free image is obtained. Then, the image is finally 

reintegrated by setting the derivatives of shadow edges to zero. 

Two different approaches for reintegration shadow-free images are proposed here: two-

dimensional method for solving Poisson method [68] and one dimensional integration by 

using random Hamiltonian paths [66]. 

To verify the robustness of the proposed algorithm, results are shown in Fig 17 from two 

images exemplarily. In Fig. 26(a), input captured color image, by using simple handheld 

mobile cameras is shown. Fig. 26 (b) shows invariant gray scale with image on minimal 

entropy direction. Fig. 26 (c) report the ground trust shadow mask and finally Fig. 26 (d) 

re-integrated RGB color image. We successfully recover shadow free full color-image. 

Mesh modeling results are shown in Fig.27. 



    

(a)                                                    (b) 

     

(c)                                                    (d) 

     

(a)                                                    (b) 

 



 

 

     

(c)                                                    (d) 

Figure 26. (a) Original images (b) Invariant image (c) shadow mask (d) After shadow 
removal 

To construct a 3D reconstruction model, a data set of 20 images, including images with 

shadows, were selected, and algorithms were applied one by one after full color images 

were recovered and feeding into Meshroom software.  Table 8 shows the total number of 

images in both cases, as well as the image resolution and overall time necessary to complete 

these operations. Fig.28 shows results generated from videogrammetry model.  

    

 



 

 

Figure 27. Shadow-free 3D generated mesh model from photogrammetry. 

 

                                  

(I)                                     (II)                                (III) 

Figure 28.  3D model results of shadow-free images from videogrammetry: (l) original 
model (ll) Mesh model (lll) after applying shadow removal methodology. 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 8. Experimental data and Results  

 Shadow removal Color casting 

Total # of images 20 450 
Lighting condition Lab lighting Lab lighting 

Original image resolution 31204160 1009935 

Computation time 12 min 5 hours 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 5  : Assessment of Ship 
Structures' Structural Surface using 
computer vision techniques 
 

As stated in the previous section, surveys are traditionally conducted physically by 

surveyors as shown in Fig.29, which is costly and time-consuming. Crack and corrosion 

recognition using imagery is a topic that is generating a lot of interest in the commercial 

and scientific worlds. In this proposed research, the author proposes a method for corrosion 

detection and crack identification, that uses new computer vision algorithms to 

detect corrosion in the body of the structure and for cracks they efficiently visualize and 

then estimate their length.  The major objective of this study is to understand how surveys 

of ship structures performed by inspectors can be improved and fulfill end-users’ 

expectations and actual needs to produce similar results of the current practice by using 

RAS technology. Using a computer vision technique, this research aims to understand 

difficulties around structural cracks identification. The use of photos/videos captured by 

cheap handheld mobile cameras as a substitute technology is being studied. The 

methodology is divided into two parts: first, crack images are manually captured with low-

cost handheld cameras. After that, the image is imported and processed in software. To 

make the analysis easier, the image is compressed and turned to grayscale. The image 

contrast is then stretched to improve the contrast between the crack and the background. 

After obtaining latent crack identification features, images are elaborated by pre-

processing, feature extraction, image segmentation, thus estimating the region of interest 

and determining whether the image includes a crack or not.  



 

Figure 29. Typical access of surveyors into ship structures 

We started by taking video images and measuring the length of cracks, then manually 

measured it with measuring tape. The errors among the photography and manually has 

been calculated. Flow chart of both corrosion and crack detection are shown in Fig.30.  

Based on tests and comparisons with standard naked-eye techniques, the algorithm has 

been demonstrated to be effective in crack detection, lowering costs and making crack 

identification systems more portable, accurate, and integrated. 
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Figure 30. Design Algorithmic Approach for crack and corrosion 



5.1 Crack Detection and Estimation:  

5.1.1 Technique of Research: 

Fig. 31 illustrates the crack-detection process. The process begins taking images of the 

structure at interesting places during the inspection. The digital images captured, for 

example, by a smartphone camera (if not by a camera installed on RAS) are then processed 

using a predetermined software image processing pipeline capable of detecting a crack. 

The same technique is used to draw attention to the crack in the image so that it may be 

easily identified, and its size estimated. 

The steps of the technique, as well as the validation tests conducted using the equipment 

available in the laboratories of the University of Genova, are described and discussed in 

the following sections.  

The findings of this study suggest that photogrammetry may produce high-quality, reliable 

results, which can help to reduce the field data inspection efforts. 
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Figure 31. Research Technique 



5.1.2 Image Acquisition: 

Naturally, the distance between the drone and the structure has a significant impact. The 

image quality is good when the drone is flying close to the structure, and cracks are clearly 

noticeable. When it's far away, the chances of an error ratio rise, but thanks to advances in 

image preprocessing techniques, these challenges are now readily solved. 

The author utilized a single camera to collect images from various angles. The camera's 

viewpoints are recorded both in terms of translations and rotations. The experiments used 

to validate the current methodology collect data from one side of the interior structure, i.e. 

the side shell frames of a bulk carrier ship, are shown in Fig. 32. 

 



Figure 32. Side shell of a bulk carrier ship simulated in the testing facility of the University 
of Genova 

5.1.3 Image Enhancement: 

The image quality is reduced during the entire process of image generation, transformation, 

or transmission due to a variety of elements such as illumination, uniformity, distortion, 

noise, and so on. As a result, image augmentation is required. To develop the pixel points, 

whom image histogram is too distributed or concentrated, on every interval the image is to 

be enhanced. Because a lower gray level is lost in this operation, the histogram equalization 

method is applied. 

The image contrast is enhanced after the histogram equalization process, since the pixels 

are evenly spread across the entire gray scale range. Hence, such process tracks the image 

where it has strong contrast. The difference between the original and enhanced images can 

be seen for example in Fig. 33. 

(a)

 



(b) 

Figure 33. (a) Original image (b) enhanced image 

5.1.4 Image Compression: 

In order to capture high-resolution photos, a high-precision camera is typically utilized, 

which is however rather common in consumer handheld devices. The image resolution up 

to 2048 × 2048 pixels, and even 4096 × 4096 pixels is usually available. By the way, if an 

image is too large, it slows down computation. Therefore, the image is decreased up to a 

reasonable size to maintain a sufficient quality and minimize the number of unnecessary 

pixels. When scaling down, the image, aspect-ratio is maintained to avoid distortion. 

5.1.5 Grayscale Conversion: 

After stretching the histogram to enhance the contrast, the picture is converted into a 

grayscale image with range from 0 to 255. It becomes easier to work in one layer rather 

than the usual three layers of digital images, i.e. RGB. In this process RGB turns into 

grayscale (8-bit) by obtaining a weight (H) from R, G and B components according to Eq. 

3, [69] as shown in Fig 34. 

0.587 ∗ 𝐺 + 0.289 ∗ 𝑅 + 0.1140 ∗ 𝐵 = 𝐻              (3) 

Where G, R, and B represent the three fundamental colors values (green, red and blue). 

 

Figure 34. Gray scale image 



5.1.6 Contrast Stretching: 

Normalization, often called contrast stretching, is a technique used to improve the image 

contrast by stretching the intensity range values. It can cover a defined range of values. 

E.g., the entire set of pixel illumination values become available to the image. The lower 

(c) and upper pixel limit (d) ranges are specified before the pixel set can be normalized, 

see Fig. 35.  

To find the lowest and highest pixel illumination values, the image is scanned: a and b, are 

minimum and maximum pixel illumination values in the given image, while c and d are 

the chosen minimum and maximum pixel illumination values for the new image. By 

utilizing following function each pixel (PIN) is scaled (POUT) as:  

 OUT IN

b a
P P c a

d a

     
                                             (4) 

 

 

Figure 35. Contrast stretching 

 

 



5.1.7 Rapid extraction of crack regions: 

Before the image understanding and recognition, the image is segmented. The goal of this 

process is to separate the cracked area of the image from the complex background. Thus, 

the research target features are selected. Image segmentation approach is critical for image 

understanding and image recognition. 
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Figure 36.Crack extraction methodology 

 

In this study, by employing the coefficient of variation, the shadow region and the crack 

region are segmented from the picture as suggested by [69] to further differentiate the crack 

area from the shadow region. The resemblance among the pixels is then quantitatively 

measured. 



Similar calculation results accustom adaptively the change of scale from mean smoothing 

to create the background image model. After all, the combination of iterative and custom 

approaches are utilized to determine the threshold to obtain the crack region of extraction 

shown in Fig. 36. 

When comparing the degree of dispersion between two sets of data, in case the 

measurement scale between sets of data is different or the size of the data is different, it is 

not appropriate to use directly standard deviation for comparison purposes. In that case, the 

measurement scale must be eliminated, alongside the impact of dimension and the 

coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation of the pixels belonging to the crack, 

like the variance, the standard deviation and the range, is an absolute term, which reflects 

the degree of data dispersion. The size of data affects, as well, the degree of dispersion of 

the values, but also average level values. Fig. 37 shows the extracted crack images. 

            

Figure 37. Crack extraction images 



5.1.8 Morphological operation and noise removal: 

At this stage, two steps to remove the noise blobs are necessary. To acquire regions of 

interest to be processed further, blob detection was used. With applications to object 

tracking and/or object recognition, these regions may indicate the part of objects or 

presence of objects in the image domain. 

First, by utilizing their area property, i.e. area of whole image blobs are normalized by 

using standard normalization (subtract the mean value and divide by the standard deviation 

for each pixel) [70-71]. Secondly, identifying noise blobs algorithm is conducted according 

to predefined blob area with threshold of 0.25. If any blob whose area is less than that 

threshold is present in the picture, it is eliminated from the image. 

The outcome image is shown in Fig. 38a. Results are shown using the threshold equal to 

0.25: noise is removed and image is clearer, though not affecting the outcome of the 

algorithm process. Fig. 38b shows the original image with a crack mask overlaid. 

      



Figure 38. (a) Final mask crack detection, (b) Original image on overlaid 

 

5.1.9 Crack areas and perimeter calculation: 

As in the segmented image, the area of interest shows the number of pixels near the crack’s 

edge that is not equal to the gray level of other points not belonging to the crack area. The 

number of pixels whose gray level is equal to “one” (where one stands for the darkest value 

of illumination of a pixel) is calculated by scanning the entire region of the target R in order 

to obtain an estimate of the crack area. 

The most appropriate way to calculate the area is, in fact, to count the number of pixels 

inside the border space (border itself including), having gray level equal to one (F(X,Y)=1), 

as stated in equation (5). 

 
1 1

,
N M

X Y

a F X Y
 

          (5) 

Where N and M are the maximum values for X and Y. 

Perimeters are the overall boundary or its outer edges, which encloses all the pixels of an 

image. The standard calculation is the region of the edge that is the total number of edge 

points. Cracks are generally thin and long, so we specify a performance parameter, i.e. 

circularity, to estimate the cracks. 

2

4

P
c

a
                                   (6) 

Where ‘a’ means area (crack area), ‘P’ is the perimeter of the image and c is circularity of 

the object. If the object is in a circle, then c=1; if the object is a rather fine area like a crack, 

c>1. 

The circularity is described as a measurement to evaluate how rough or complicated the 

crack is. If the measured circularity is to a certain degree, we can ensure it is a crack. 



5.1.10 Process Validation: 

To check the validity and accuracy of the developed algorithm, defect images are captured 

from the structure surface of the TF and their length calculated by using the proposed 

algorithm. The experiment and implementation of this image-processing algorithm is 

written in MATLAB R2020b and run-on Intel-Core i9-8950HK RAM: 16 GB NVIDIA 

Quadro P3200 8th generation. In total, authors performed four different experiments with 

different types of defects and different contrast levels are tested as shown in Fig 39. Results 

are mentioned in Table 9. 
330m
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Figure 39 a. Experimental setup, test case (a) 



 

Figure 39b. Experimental setup, test case (b) 

140mm

 

Figure 39c. Experimental setup, test case (c) 



75mm

 

Figure 39d. Experimental setup, test case (d) 

 

Table 9. Experimental results 

Experiment No 
Measured length 

(mm) 
 

Calculated length 
(mm) 

Deviation Δ/error 
(mm) Δ% 

 
0 

 
330 

 
333 

 
-3 

 
-0.09 

1 120 121 -1 -0.82 

2 140 139 1 0.7 

3 75 75.4 -0.4 -0.5 

 

 

 

 



The algorithm was proven effective in detecting various types of structure cracks from a 

variety of pictures having different characteristics. 

Based on the results of the experiments, it can be stated that the generated results are of 

high quality, capable of producing similar results to physical inspections, and are less 

subjective. 

Furthermore, the information obtained can be used to ship surveys in order to reduce money 

and enhance crack length estimation, as the automation of the developed code into regular 

survey practice is simple. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.2 Corrosion Detection: 

Protective coatings are the most common way to keep marine and offshore infrastructure 

from corroding. Coating inspection has been affected by numerous issues for several years, 

including effectiveness, reliability and safety. Even before surveyors could enter a ballast 

tank, it must have appropriate air quality and ventilation check. The primary issue is that 

surveyors may measure the amount of coating failure and corrosion based on their previous 

experience. The coating failure assessment method is inefficient not only because of the 

difficult environment, but also because the outcomes are subjective. Routine maintenance 

and restoration, as per the International Maritime Organization, are a significant aspect of 

global fleet maintenance. The Ballast tanks have a huge surface area that is characterized 

by unfavorable conditions like seawater, high temperatures, bacterial growth and algae. As 

a consequence, they must be evaluated every five years for damages. The entire cost of 

marine corrosion is projected to be between $50 and $80 billion per year worldwide. The 

maritime sector incurs additional expenditures during dry-dock coating inspections 

procedures to be performed out and finished.  

Application of surface coatings is the most common technique of corrosion protection for 

marine and offshore infrastructure. As coating failure leads to corrosion rapidly, detecting 

regions with coating failure before the metal begins to corrode is crucial for corrosion 

protection. To improve coating assessment quality and effectiveness, minimize inspection-

related costs and time, and reduce reliance on coating surveyors' skills and experience, a 

coating corrosion evaluation system has been presented.  

Monitoring and evaluation methods such as remotely operated vehicles (ROV), unmanned 

aerial (UAS), and crawlers are increasingly being applied to collect inspection data in 

difficult regions to minimize costs and hazards. The goal of the research is to create an 

autonomous or semi-automatic surface inspection and assessment mechanism for corrosion 

monitoring. The proposed system will be able to screen and analyze coating conditions 

rapidly and extensively, and it may be utilized as a scanning method to aid in the 



identification and categorization of coating failures. The detection process is shown in Fig. 

40. To enable data collecting in unreachable places, a RITs will be adopted, supported by 

the latest technical developments, to obtain an impartial and accurate evaluation of surface 

coatings for coating failure monitoring. A corrosion and coating breakdown (CBC) 

evaluation method based on computer vision has been tested to identify the intensity of 

coating breakdown accurately. The inspection approach presented in this thesis, as well as 

the test data acquired, can help the maintenance and inspection team increase productivity 

and effectiveness.  
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Figure 40. Research Methodology 

 

5.2.1 Collecting Images: 

Of general, the distance between both the drone and the structure has a considerable effect. 

Whenever the drone is flying near to the structure, overall image quality is better, and 



corrosion is readily visible. When it's far away, the risks of an error ratio increase, but these 

problems are now easily overcome thanks to developments in image preparation 

techniques. After capturing video from the structure surfaces, the video is transformed to 

an image file format suited for MATLAB, and the project's main objective is started. The 

angles of the lens are recorded in both translations and rotations. A camera with an 8 Mega 

pixel resolution captures photographs of a rusted metallic structure during the day. 

5.2.2 Image Resize: 

Resizing huge and high-quality pictures to smaller ones could be a choice for an end-user 

because an image with lower dimensions but still displaying important characteristics 

requires less processing time. As a result, we resize several images in this analysis. The 

image's total horizontally size is 256 pixels, and its actual vertical dimension is chosen so 

that the scaled image maintains the same aspect ratio as the original. It should be noted that 

the pictures in the database created for this study were taken from a distance of 1 to 1.5 

meters,: sensor resolution 16 MP, aperture f/2.0, focal length 26mm (wide), sensor size 

1/3", pixel size 1.0µm. With these distance and resolution, our research found that 256 

pixels in one direction are enough for feature extraction. 

5.2.3 Image filtering techniques for removal of noise: 

For a variety of causes, noise can be introduced into captured images. This usually happens 

during the transmission or acquisition of images. Before evaluating the image, the 

necessary filtering technique must be used based on the amount of noise present. The 

median filtering methodology, for example, could be used to remove salt and pepper noise 

from a photograph. 

 

 



5.2.4 Contrast Stretching: 
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Figure 41. (a) Original image (b) with contrast-stretched image 

 



5.2.5 Thresholding: 

The process of transforming a picture to binary is known as thresholding. As a result, it 

was utilized for quantize the image. The image was used as input during the processing. 

After that, the algorithm sets binary values to each of the picture's pixels. The intensity of 

the image's background determines how many binary bits are assigned to the image's 

matrix, in which edge detection was needed Other Thresholding strategies such as 

histogram and multi-level, were available as well, however they were not used because of 

their inefficiency in adjusting. The program's capacity to identify intensities precisely.  

The thresholding technique is applicable to various images and does not require calibration. 

In this study, an adaptive technique was applied, in which each pixel was analyzed and 

correlated with the pixels around it. This is analogous to the Otsu technique, in which the 

value of the binary allocated to a pixel is determined by the rust set's range of values and 

the pixels around it. The technique's advantage is its strong adaptability to variations in 

pixel values without affecting precision. 

5.2.6 Grayscale Conversion: 

 



 

 

 

 



 

Figure 42. Gray scale image 

 

5.2.7 Identification of color patterns: 

After converting RGB to gray, the following stage is to present an image-based analysis 

that uses a novel and unique framework to execute image analysis for feature extraction 

from photos containing corrosion. We employ ImageJ in particular [72], which can extract 

morphological, color information from images (https://github.com/imagej). This is an 

open-source program which was built and written in Java, the source code is publicly freely 

available. Which allows image analysis and supports color images (8-bit and 24-bit). In 

Fig.43 the outcomes of the experiment proved that image analysis is true and valid. 



   

    

Figure 43. Corrosion detection with and without color pattern 

5.2.8 Making 3D reconstructed corrosion Model: 

After completing all the steps behind preprocessing corrosion detection, the next step is to 

make a 3D corrosion model and see the corrosion structure in the 3D view. For 3D 

corrosion reconstruction, we used the same TF (side shell frame portion) image datasets 

containing corrosion images.  For this experiment we used a same single camera with a 

resolution of 16 megapixels and a set of photographs from various perspectives for this 

study. Displacement of camera sensors are both translations and rotations. The acquisition 

process used a resolution of 3120 × 4160, the image that resulted was saved as a JPEG. 

The images were sorted out at the start of the reconstruction process by using image pre-

processing techniques which we thoroughly explained in detail in the previous chapters to 

remove fuzzy, highly brilliant, shadow, and dark images, if any existed. For further 

processing, various image datasets were carefully selected. All of the shots meet the 



photogrammetry requirements, such as low noise, good overlap, and sharp focus. Finally 

one by one a set of photos was developed to feed into the open-source Meshroom program 

for 3D reconstruction; results are shown in Fig.44 and Fig.45. The whole process of 3D 

reconstruction was discussed in detail in the above chapter.   

 

 

 



 

Figure 44. 3D corrosion model in Meshroom software 

 

Figure 45. Full Testing Facility (TF) 3D corrosion model in Meshroom software 



Fig.45 shows closely zoomed images with every corner of the frame plainly visible. We 

have access to every part of the frame and can examine the corrosion by utilizing corrosion 

detecting methodology. It is shown that employing image-based point cloud 

reconstructions is superior to seeing a laser scanner to build a point cloud, but both methods 

allow the as-built environment to be seen from various perspectives. It's very useful since 

we can use it to assess the structural integrity as well. It allows us to quickly visualize the 

as-built environment using site images with very little work and at no cost.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 6 : Summary and Conclusions 

This research presents a new ship inspection approach with the introduction of image-based 

3D reconstruction technique based on Structure-from-Motion (SfM) into ship inspection 

with comparison to LS. In this study, author investigated a combined use of 

photogrammetry/videogrammetry and computer vision techniques, which enable the 3D 

reconstruction process to be highly accurate and automated. An effective image pre-

processing pipeline based on computer vision algorithms is outlined using simple 

instrumentation and open-source software. Further, images are tested in 3D modeling 

software. 

The impact of pre-processing image datasets in order to improve 3D reconstruction 

performance is examined. Based on computer vision algorithms for color improvement, 

shadow removal, and image blurriness, an efficient image pre-processing pipeline is 

developed. 

We examine and evaluate two ways for producing point cloud models for detecting and 

visualizing the state of a ship's structure in naval projects in this study: (I) Through the 

evaluation of Structure from Motion (SfM), a new technique to automated image-based 

reconstruction and design, a ship structure is developed; (II) dense point cloud models were 

built and examined using 3D laser scanning (LS). 

In both, laboratory and field investigations, it has been proven that the quality and accuracy 

of image-based point cloud models is superior to that of a LS-generated point cloud, while 

both technologies allow for visualization of the as-built environment from various 

perspectives. The use of these techniques and image pre-processing algorithms for 

structural monitoring, productivity assessment, and safety monitoring gives surveyors a 

unique opportunity to identify and evaluate structural defects. 



In conclusion, photogrammetry/videogrammetry can generate results of good quality, good 

accuracy, much cheaper compared to LS. In the above sections, to summarize the basic 

characteristics of the test scenes, the present approach can effectively reconstruct 3D 

models with clear texture, worthy and intuitive. Comparing LS with 3D reconstruction, 

photo-videogrammetry approaches are capable of providing rich texture information that 

LS cannot. The obtained information is helpful for making cost-effective decisions and 

useful for researcher for better understanding the impact of these sensor technologies.  

By establishing hierarchical learning methodologies and assessing current architectures in 

the field of defect recognition, mainly cracks and corrosion, especially in marine 

constructions, this research makes a substantial contribution. 

We developed a new inspection strategy using computer vision algorithms in this study. A 

simple MATLAB-based technique has been created for detecting corrosion and cracks and 

subsequently quantifying their length. The proposed algorithm's accuracy for irregular 

cracks and shapes is adequate. 

The purpose of the method was to extract pixels representing structural flaws from 

photographs. The algorithm was put to the test on a wide range of photographs gathered 

from the University of Genova testing facilities. Different forms of structural cracks, as 

well as numerous noise effects, were depicted in these photos. The algorithm has been 

shown to be successful in recognizing various forms of structural cracks and corrosion 

from a variety of images with various characteristics. 

Based on the results of the experiments, it can be stated that the generated results are of 

good quality, capable of producing similar results to physical inspections, and are less 

subjective. Furthermore, the gathered information can be used to reduce costs and to 

enhance crack length estimation in ship surveys, as the developed code can be easily 

automated into routine survey practice. 

Drones are rapidly becoming a staple of the marine sector for such reasons, and while they 

were first designed for military and government missions, the industrial and public market 



of the drone business is expected to grow faster than the defense sector over next five years. 

Drones are expected to be used in more naval operations than ever before as drone 

technology advances. 

6.1 The Future of marine inspection? 

As drone technology advances, prominent drone experts predict that fully autonomous 

drones will be the "next big thing" in marine surveying. It's not unlike a commercial jet 

flying on autopilot, whenever you consider about it. A 3D model of the vessel is pre-

installed on fully autonomous drones. This enables the drone to navigate the vessel 

autonomously, stopping at points of interest to collect more detailed image data or video. 

Taking this a step further, it's not unreasonable to believe that the drone will be developed 

to construct its own 3D map of the vessel before conducting the survey on its own. 

The UAV market is rapidly expanding, with estimates predicting that it will triple in size 

from $4 billion in 2017 to $14 billion in 2027. Furthermore, the market for UAV-based 

services and solutions is anticipated to be worth more than $127 billion. Drones are 

expected to take off in the shipping industry, the following ideas are being developed 

utilizing this technology. 

 Drones make inspecting a ship and its cargo easier and faster, but the technology 

might also be used to check environmental pollutants or monitor shipping traffic on 

busy transit routes. 

 Drones, for illustration, can be used to examine cargo tanks and holds, which is a 

dangerous operation for crew. At sea, where several enclosed cargo holds contain 

unpleasant gases, dangerous gases are a common cause of death. Drones can also 

be used to conduct high-altitude inspections, analyze a vessel's structural condition, 

and monitor cargo loading. 

 Drones will be utilized to prevent risks at sea in the future. Ships cruising in Baltic 

and Arctic waters, for example, may use them to detect ice and plot a course. 



 Drones can also be used to survey damage in the event of an incident, assisting in 

the mitigation of losses, the avoidance of fatalities, and the reduction of any 

potential environmental effects. 

 If a ship is grounded or collides with anything, such as a rock, the crew could utilize 

a drone to inspect the hull and the surrounding area. This may allow for quicker and 

more intelligent decision, as well as a reduction in the severity of an occurrence. 

 A captain with accessibility to a drone on onboard might help limit or minimize a 

loss. E.g. it could be used to examine any buckling on a vessel that has gone through 

stormy weather. 
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